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Lynx Fulfillment and SparkWeb Interactive's Order Desk establish integration between
their platforms
Seamless order flow from Bigcommerce, Amazon and FoxyCart now possible for clients of Lynx Fulfillment
through SparkWeb Interactive's Order Desk platform
OLEAN, N.Y. - April 10, 2014 - PRLog -- and Boise, ID. Lynx Fulfillment, a leading provider of
Warehousing and Fulfillment solutions for small business, e-commerce and retail businesses, today
announced that it has established a software integration relationship with Boise, ID based SparkWeb
Interactive, maker of Order Desk. With this partnership Lynx Fulfillment adds the ability for clients to sell
on multiple platforms or through a variety of shopping carts not previously supported. Order Desk will
allow Lynx Fulfillment clients the flexibility to customize and automate the entire order management
process from sending their orders for fulfillment to emailing tracking numbers to their customers. The
integration includes data transmission capabilities for Bigcommerce, Amazon and FoxyCart.
Patrick Randolph, Lynx Fulfillment Managing Partner, stated, “Shopping carts are moving towards
application-based programs that reside behind the shopping cart’s walls. David Hollander and his
incredibly talented team at Order Desk have an already-established application that provides a flexible and
automated solution to our clients. This relationship gives our clients the ability to focus on their core
competencies to further grow their business while keeping the I.T. costs to a minimum. I am pleased to
establish a relationship with such a trusted and reliable solutions-based company like SparkWeb
Interactive.”
David Hollander, SparkWeb Interactive President, stated, “Lynx Fulfillment is a company that clearly puts
their customers first and that's the kind of company we want to support. This partnership will allow
customers of Lynx Fulfillment even more flexibility and control over their businesses. We are excited about
this partnership with Patrick and his team at Lynx.”
To learn more about the integration please visit: http://www.orderdesk.me/lynx-fulfillment/
About Lynx Fulfillment
Lynx Fulfillment, LLC is the leader in the warehousing and fulfillment industry with a focus on small
business. Its business model has been designed to deliver fast and accurate order fulfillment services,
exceptional technology and dedicated customer service. It guarantees that it will ship every order received
by 2 P.M. the same day with 100% accuracy or it’s free. Lynx Fulfillment is headquartered in Olean, NY.
For more information visit http://www.lynxfulfillment.com.
About SparkWeb Interactive
SparkWeb Interactive, Inc is Boise, ID-based web firm focused on helping small to medium-sized
businesses grow through e-commerce. Their flagship product, Order Desk, provides small businesses with a
robust order management panel that allows them to fully automate and customize their customer order
workflow. For more information about Order Desk, please visit http://www.orderdesk.me.
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